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Abstract

The split-peak effect is a useful phenomenon in studying the kinetic behavior of chromatographic supports. This work
examined the combined role of ligand heterogeneity and non-linear elution conditions (i.e., sample load dependence) on the
solute free fractions that are measured during split-peak studies. Exact expressions were derived to describe the effects of
ligand heterogeneity under linear elution conditions, and simulation models were developed to specifically examine the
combined effects of ligand heterogeneity and non-linear elution in systems with adsorption-limited rates for solute binding.
The simulations showed that ligand heterogeneity increased the amount of free solute seen at any flow-rate or sample size,
with this being most noticeable when using low flow-rates or large samples. One application in which these increases were
examined in detail concerned the use of the split-peak effect for association rate constant measurements. It was found that
linear extrapolation methods developed for homogeneous systems (as a correction for non-linear elution conditions) could
successfully be applied to columns containing heterogeneous ligands. Columns containing immobilized protein A and/or
protein G were used as experimental models to test the validity of the simulations; the behavior of these columns showed
good quantitative and qualitative agreement with the predicted theoretical results.  1998 Elsevier Science B.V.
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1. Introduction [2–6]. This phenomenon was first predicted by
Giddings and Eyring in 1955 [7] and has since been

The role of non-linear elution conditions in chro- observed in a number of chromatographic systems
matography remains an area of continuing interest in [2–4,6,8–14]. It is characterized by the production of
both preparative and analytical-scale work. In gener- two fractions from the injection of a single solute,
al, non-linear elution can be said to occur whenever with the first fraction representing solute that passes
there is a change in the chromatographic response or through the column non-retained and the second
behavior of a solute as the amount of applied solute fraction representing solute that is bound by the
is increased [1]. The split-peak effect is one phenom- column. Such behavior is produced by slow kinetics
enon in which non-linear conditions can be important and/or insufficient time for the solute to bind as it

travels through the chromatographic system. The
extent of this effect is determined by such things as
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the solute, the amount of binding sites in the column based on protein A, protein G or mixed-bed protein
and the column size or sample application flow-rate A and G supports.
[2–5]. Although the split-peak effect can potentially
occur in any type of column, it tends to be most
pronounced in work with affinity supports because of 2. Theory
their relatively low ligand densities and slow solute–
ligand association kinetics [2].

2.1. Split-peak effect for columns withThe split-peak effect has previously been em-
homogeneous ligandsployed in the measurement of solute–ligand associa-

tion or adsorption rate constants and solute diffusion
The reactions shown in Eqs. (1) and (2) can becoefficients [2,6,8,10,11,14]. It has also been used in

used to describe the mass transfer and adsorption ofthe design and optimization of various high-per-
a solute (A) to an immobilized ligand (L) as theformance affinity chromatographic assays
solute passes through a chromatographic column[9,12,13,15–17]. The understanding of this effect has
[2,3,18]:been greatly aided by the availability of equations

and theory that relate the amount of free (or non- k1
retained) solute to such factors as the mass transfer →A A (1)←
and adsorption rates for the solute, as well as the k21
relative sample load and application flow-rate [2–
5,9,10]. However, these equations have focused k3

A 1 L A 2 L (2)→exclusively on the case in which a homogenous
population of binding sites is present in the column.
Although such expressions show good qualitative In this model, k and k are the forward and reverse1 21
agreement with trends observed in experimental rate constants that describe the mass transfer of
systems, their predicted free fractions tend to be solute from the flow mobile phase (i.e., the solvent
much lower than those seen in practice. Ligand outside the pores of the support) to the stagnant
heterogeneity has often been proposed as a reason mobile phase (i.e., the mobile phase within the pores
for these observed differences [2–4,8,9,14], but no or directly in contact with the support’s surface). The
previous theoretical work has examined the actual term k represents the second-order association or3
role that such heterogeneity plays in split-peak adsorption rate constant for the binding of solute
measurements. with the immobilized ligand. A dissociation rate

This present work will study how the amount of constant can also be included as part of Eq. (2) for
non-retained solute changes in the split-peak effect systems with reversible binding; however, this pro-
when various degrees of ligand heterogeneity are cess is often assumed to be negligible for systems
introduced into a column. The specific case that will with slow-dissociation (e.g., many types of affinity
be considered is one in which adsorption-limited columns), especially on the short time scales charac-
kinetics are present (i.e., solute adsorption to the teristic of most split-peak studies [2,3].
stationary phase is the rate-limiting step in retention). An equation has previously been developed for
Such a situation is of particular interest in affinity work under linear elution conditions (i.e., when
chromatography, where both slow adsorption rates using infinitely small amounts of sample) that de-
and heterogeneous ligands can often be present [2]. scribes the relative fraction of non-retained solute
Initial experiments in this study will use computer ( f ) that would be expected for a chromatographic
simulations and work with chromatographic theory system with either mass transfer- or adsorption-lim-
to predict the changes expected in split-peak be- ited kinetics; the result is shown below in Eq. (3)
havior in going from a one to two ligand system. The [2]:
results will then be compared to experimental data
obtained for high-performance affinity columns 2 1/ ln f 5 F[1 /(k V ) 1 1/(k m )] (3)1 e 3 L
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In this expression, F is the flow-rate used for sample 2.2. Split-peak effect for columns with
injection, V is the excluded volume of the column heterogeneous ligandse

(i.e., the flowing mobile phase volume), and m isL

the moles of active immobilized ligand in the The reaction shown in Eq. (2) for the homoge-
column. In the case where the rate of solute ad- neous case can be modified as follows to describe the
sorption is much slower than solute diffusion or mass retention of solute A onto a column that contains a
transfer (i.e., 1 /k V <1/k m ), Eq. (3) reduces to mixture of ligands (L through L ) distributed1 e 3 L 1 n

uniformly throughout the column:
2 1/ ln f 5 F /(k m ) 5 S (4)3 L o

k31or →A 1 L A 2 L (7)1 1

?21 / Sof 5 e (5) ?

?
where S is a combination of system parameterso ?
referred to as the split-peak constant [12]. Note that k3n
Eq. (4) predicts a linear relationship between 21/ ln →A 1 L A 2 L (8)n n
f and F with a slope of (1 /k m ) and an intercept of3 L

zero. Through this relationship, it has been shown
that association rate constants can be measured by
the split-peak effect [2,3]. Similarly, a plot of 21/ ln In Eqs. (7) and (8), k through k are the associa-31 3n
f versus S for an infinitely dilute sample shouldo tion rate constants for ligands L through L ar-1 n
result in a dimensionless plot with a slope of one and ranged in order of decreasing size, with k .k ....31 32
an intercept of zero; by expanding this type of plot to k . The mass transfer of solute from the flowing3n
finite samples (i.e., non-linear conditions), the result mobile phase to the stagnant mobile phase is the
is a series of universal curves that indicate the effects same in this model as in Eq. (1), but the solute that
of non-linear elution on split-peak measurements enters the stagnant mobile phase can now react with
performed with columns containing homogeneous any one of several different ligands that make up the
ligands [3]. The same general type of plot will be stationary phase. One assumption still made in the
used in this study to examine the combined effects of above scheme is that the immobilized ligands are
non-linear elution and ligand heterogeneity in split- independent of one another and that the values of k31
peak determinations. through k are not affected by solute binding to3n

When working with a system that has adsorption- other ligands (i.e., no allosteric or steric hindrance
limited kinetics for solute retention, Eq. (5) can be effects are present).
expanded to include the case in which a finite or It is possible to use the same general approach as
non-infinitely dilute sample is being applied to the employed in obtaining Eqs. (3)–(5) to determine the
column [5,12]. free fraction expected under linear elution conditions

for a column containing a heterogeneous ligand
LoadA / S 21 / So of 5 (S /Load A) ln[1 1 (e 2 1)e ] (6)o population. The results, as derived in Appendix A,

are summarized in Eqs. (9)–(11).
In this new expression, Load A is the relative moles
of solute applied to the column versus the total moles General heterogeneous case, linear elution
of active ligand and all other terms are the same as conditions
defined earlier. Although the relationship in Eq. (6)

2 1/ ln f 5 F 1/(k V ) 1 1/ O hk m j (9)can be applied to a broader range of conditions than f s d g1 e 3i Li

Eq. (5), it still assumes that a homogenous popula-
tion of ligands is present in the column. 5 F 1/(k V ) 1 1/ k m O ha b j (10)f s d g1 e 31 Ltot i i
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Adsorption-limited heterogeneous case, linear the stationary phase according to the following
differential equations:elution conditions

2 1/ ln f 5 F / k m O ha b j 5 S (11)s d31 Ltot i i o

In the above equations all summations are given over 2 d[L ] /dt k [A][L ] (12)51 31 1

the range i51 to n for a column containing n-types
?of ligands. The terms m and k represent the molesLi 3i ?of ligand site i and its corresponding association rate
?constant for the injected solute. The term m is theLtot ?

total moles of all active ligands present in the 52 d[L ] /dt k [A][L ] (13)n 3n ncolumn (Sm ), a is the fraction of all binding sitesLi i

that are represented by ligand i (m /m ), and bLi Ltot i

describes the relative size of rate constant k versus In the above equations, [L ] through [L ] represent3i 1 n

the largest association rate constant for the solute the effective concentration of each immobilized
with any ligand in the column (k ), where b 5k / ligand at time t within the stagnant mobile phase or31 i 3i

k . Note that, like the expressions given in Eqs. (3) pore volume (V ) of a given slice, where [L ]5m /31 p i Li

and (4) for the homogeneous case, Eqs. (9)–(11) V . In the same fashion, [A] represents the molarp

predict a linear relationship for 21/ ln f versus F (or concentration of solute within the stagnant mobile
S ) with an intercept of zero when using an infinitely phase region of the slice at time t. Although there iso

dilute sample (i.e., linear elution conditions). How- no exact expression that can be used as a general
ever, the difference between Eqs. (3) and (4) and solution to Eqs. (12) and (13), this system can still
Eqs. (9)–(11) is that plots for the heterogeneous case be solved by using numerical integration techniques.
will now have slopes that are a function of both the This was accomplished here by using a fourth-order
association rate constants for all ligands and the Runge–Kutta method (see Ref. [19] for details on
relative amount of each ligand in the column. this technique) to solve the above differential equa-

Although an exact solution is not yet available for tions and to determine the degree of solute ad-
describing the split-peak effect when working with sorption within each slice along the length of the
heterogeneous ligands and finite sample loads (or column.
non-linear conditions), such a system can be modeled After the solute is allowed to distribute in all slices
by computer simulations. This can be done through for a given period of time, the simulation is con-
an approach similar to that described for columns tinued by moving the solute in the flowing mobile
with a homogeneous stationary phase [3]. Such phase region of each slice into the same region of the
simulations are based on a modified Craig distribu- next slice in order to simulate solvent flow through
tion in which the column length is divided into a the column. As this is done, the amount of solute that
series of slices, which in turn are further divided into elutes from the last slice is monitored, giving rise to
three distinct regions corresponding to the flowing a chromatogram for the system. In determining the
mobile phase, stagnant mobile phase and stationary amount of solute that eluted non-retained from the
phase. The simulation is begun by applying sample column (i.e., the free fraction f ), the simulations in
to the flowing mobile phase region of the first slice this work were conducted until all but one-trillionth
in the column; this is followed by distribution of the of the originally-applied solute had either irreversibly
solute for a given interval of time between the adsorbed to the stationary phase or had eluted from
various phases in each slice based on a predeter- the column. During the simulation the total amount
mined set of kinetic equations. In this work, the of solute on or off the column was also continuously
simulation was performed by placing the flowing and monitored by summing the solute present in all slices
stagnant mobile phase regions in equilibrium (i.e., and phase regions; this was done to detect and avoid
fast mass transfer kinetics) and by having solute the occurrence of any round-off or truncation errors
within the stagnant mobile phase adsorb to ligands in as a result of the simulation.
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3. Materials and methods in simulations of the homogeneous case were found
to quickly approach the true values predicted by Eq.

3.1. Reagents (6); however, the simulation time also increased as
more slices were used per column. As a compromise

The protein A (recombinant single binding do- between these two factors, a column length of 320
main), protein G (recombinant intact protein) and slices was used in all further simulation work. It was
rabbit immunoglobulin G (IgG) were obtained from estimated that such conditions gave an error of less
Sigma (St. Louis, MO, USA). The Nucleosil Si-1000 than 0.5 ppt in the final free fractions obtained by the

˚silica (7 mm particle size, 1000 A pore size) was simulations performed in this study.
from P.J. Cobert (St. Louis, MO, USA). Other
chemicals were of the highest grades available. All 3.4. Chromatography
solutions and samples were made using deionized
water generated by a Nanopure water system (Barn- The protein A and protein G supports were
stead, Dubuque, IA, USA). prepared according to previous methods by using the

Schiff base immobilization technique and diol-
3.2. Instrumentation bonded Nucleosil Si-1000 as the starting material

[2,3,9]. The final protein A, protein G or mixed-bed
All simulations were performed using programs protein A–protein G supports were downward slurry-

written in Microsoft QuickBasic or Fortran (Mi- packed at 3500 p.s.i. into separate 6.35 mm32.1 mm
crosoft, Seattle, WA, USA) and were run on a 386 I.D. stainless steel columns. Samples of rabbit IgG
IBM-based 25 MHz computer or a 3600 Vax main- were applied to these columns in pH 7.0, 0.10 M
frame computer, respectively. The high-performance phosphate buffer and were later eluted by using a pH
liquid chromatography (HPLC) system employed in 2.5, 0.10 M phosphate buffer. The split-peak studies
the protein A and G studies consisted of two model were performed by measuring the non-retained or
CM3000 HPLC pumps from Thermoseparations free fractions of rabbit IgG obtained on each column
(Riviera Beach, FL, USA) for use with the sample over flow-rates ranging from 0.1 to 2.5 ml /min. The
application and elution buffers. Sample injection was area of each non-retained peak was measured and the
performed using a Rheodyne 7010 valve (Cotati, corresponding free fraction was calculated by com-
CA, USA) equipped with a 28 ml calibrated injection paring this area to that measured at the same flow-
loop and a VICI DVI actuator switching module rate when injecting an identical sample onto a 6.35
from Chromtech (Apple Valley, MN, USA). Elution mm30.25 mm I.D. column containing only diol-
of rabbit IgG was monitored at 280 nm using a bonded Nucleosil Si-1000 (i.e., a support with no
model SM3100 UV–Vis variable wavelength detec- retention for rabbit IgG).
tor from Thermoseparations, and the resulting data The binding capacity of each column (m ) wasLtot

were collected using Winner-on-windows software, determined by frontal analysis. This was performed
also from Thermoseparations. at flow-rates of 0.1–0.2 ml /min by continuously

27applying 1.1–7.5?10 M rabbit IgG in pH 7.0, 0.10
3.3. Computer simulations M phosphate buffer to each test column. Similar

studies were performed on the diol-bonded Nucleosil
The computer algorithm employed in this work column in order to correct for the void time of the

was similar to that described for previous simulations HPLC system. The resulting breakthrough data were
of the split-peak effect [3] but was now modified for then processed as described in Refs. [2,9] to de-
use with the Runge–Kutta numerical integration termine the value of m for each column.Ltot

method [19]. The accuracy and convergence of the
simulations were tested by using the homogenous
case described in Eq. (6) and Ref. [3] as a reference. 4. Results and discussion
As the number of slices within the simulated col-
umns was increased, the free fraction values obtained One common format used in split-peak studies
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involves determining the non-retained fraction that is
produced as a constant amount of solute is injected at
several different flow-rates onto a column. An exam-
ple of such a study is shown in Fig. 1 for the
injection of rabbit IgG onto a protein G support. In
this type of experiment the relative amount of non-
retained solute that passes free through the column
will increase as the flow-rate of application is
increased, or as the column residence time is de-
creased. These non-retained peak areas are then
compared to the total areas measured for an identical
sample injected at the same flow-rates onto a column
that has no retention for the solute (e.g., see diol-
bonded silica column results in Fig. 1). From these
data, the relative free fraction of the solute can be

Fig. 2. Typical split-peak plots of 21/ ln f versus flow-rate for thecalculated and plotted as a function of flow-rate, as
injection of rabbit IgG (volume, 28 ml; Load A, 0.1 mol IgG/molshown in Fig. 2. Note that the general response seen
ligand) onto 6.35 mm32.1 mm I.D. columns containing immobil-

for the graphs in Fig. 2 is the same as predicted by ized protein A (j), protein G (d) or a mixed-bed protein
Eqs. (3) and (4) and Eqs. (9)–(11), in which a linear A–protein G support (m).
relationship in obtained between 21/ ln f and F with
an intercept at or near zero. This linear behavior
agrees with results reported in earlier work with first examined by considering the case in which two
protein A columns [2,3] and was found to occur for distinct types of ligands are present in the column.
all of the columns, sample loads, and flow-rate For this situation, Eq. (11) can be rewritten as
conditions used throughout this study.

The role of ligand heterogeneity in altering the 2 1/ ln f 5 F /(k m ha 1 b 2 a b j) 5 S (14)31 Ltot 1 2 1 2 o

shape and response of graphs like those in Fig. 2 was
where the number of variables indicating the extent
of column heterogeneity has now been reduced to
only two (a and b ) by using the fact that a 5(121 2 2

a ) and b 5k /k 51. These two remaining fac-1 1 31 31

tors represent the degree of heterogeneity in either
the relative amount of each ligand in the column (a )1

or in the association rate constants for these ligands
(b ).2

Before considering the effects of ligand hetero-
geneity, it is helpful to reexamine the changes that
occur in the solute free fraction on a homogeneous
column as a function of flow-rate or S (since S 5F /o o

hk m j) and the amount of injected sample (Load A).3 L

Such a case is illustrated in Fig. 3(a and c). These
plots represent two different types of split-peak
studies, referred to here as the constant sample load
(Fig. 3a) and constant flow-rate methods (Fig. 3c).

Fig. 1. Non-retained or free fractions observed in split-peak Both formats have been used in previous work with
measurements for the injection of rabbit IgG (volume, 28 ml; Load

the split-peak effect to study solute adsorption toA, 0.1 mol IgG/mol protein G) onto a 6.35 mm32.1 mm I.D.
various chromatographic supports [2,3,6,9–11,14–diol-bonded silica column at 2.0 ml /min, or a 6.35 mm32.1 mm

I.D. protein G silica column at flow-rates of 0.5–2.0 ml /min. 17]. As noted earlier [2,3], the presence of non-linear
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Fig. 3. Predicted effect of ligand heterogeneity on split-peak plots prepared for constant sample load (a,b) or constant flow-rate (c,d)
experiments. The plots in (a) and (c) were generated by Eq. (6) and represent the homogeneous case in which only one type of ligand is
present in the column (a 51 and/or b 51). The plots in (b) and (d) were generated by the computer model and are for a heterogeneous1 2

case in which an equal amount of two different ligands is present (a 5a 50.5) but with the association rate constant for the second ligand1 2

being only one-tenth that of the first (b 50.1). The solid lines in (a) and (b), from bottom to top, were obtained at relative solute loads of2

0.01, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8 and 1.0; the top solid line in (a) and dashed line in (b) were obtained at a load of 2.0 for the homogeneous case
represented in (a). The solid lines in (c) and (d), from bottom to top, were obtained at S values of 0.1, 0.2, 0.5 and 1.0.o

elution in the homogeneous case results in an with the extent of this increase becoming largest at
increase in the value of 21/ ln f (and the free low flow-rates (i.e., small S values) or high sampleo

fraction f ) at all flow-rates or S values. The greatest loads. Similar trends are found in the constant flow-o

change in 21/ ln f occurs at high sample loads, but rate experiments (Fig. 3d). Thus, these results indi-
even small amounts of sample produce deviations cate that ligand heterogeneity is indeed a possible
from the behavior expected under true linear elution explanation for the larger-than-expected free frac-
conditions (i.e., an infinitely dilute sample) [3]. tions observed in previous split-peak studies [2–

The way in which this behavior changes in the 4,8,14].
presence of heterogeneous ligands is indicated by A comparison of Fig. 3(a and b) gives some
Fig. 3(b and d). These particular graphs were insight regarding the relative importance of fast
generated for the case in which there are identical versus slow binding ligands in split-peak studies. For
amounts of two different ligands in the column example, at high or intermediate flow-rates and So

(a 5a 50.5), with the second type of ligand having values, the plot in Fig. 3b at Load A51.0 for an1 2

a solute association rate constant that is only one- equal amount of two different ligands approaches the
tenth that of the first (b 50.1). In the constant response seen in Fig. 3a at twice the sample load for2

sample load experiment for this case (Fig. 3b), the a single class of ligand sites. Such behavior is most
values of the free fraction and 21/ ln f shift to notable when working with a mixture of ligands that
higher levels for each combination of flow-rate and have a large difference in their association rate
sample load. The same type of behavior is seen for constants (i.e., b ,0.2). This suggests that the2

ligand populations having other a and b values, injected solute is not effectively sampling the slower1 2
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binding ligands under these conditions, thus leading
to a column that mimics a homogeneous support.
This hypothesis is supported by the fact that Eq. (6),
which is based on a homogeneous model, gives a
relatively good fit to all of the curves shown in Fig.
3b at S values above 0.5–1.0. Conversely, at lowo

flow-rates and S values, Eq. (6) does not provide ao

good description of the plots in Fig. 3b. This
indicates that the time spent by the sample within the
column at these lower flow-rates is now sufficiently
long for the solute to show significant adsorption to
the slower binding ligand; the result is a greater
effect due to ligand heterogeneity under such ex-
perimental conditions.

The graphs in Fig. 3 were constructed using S aso

the independent variable; as indicated earlier in Eqs.
(11) and (14), this approach normalizes for any
changes in the absolute values of the association rate
constants or column binding capacities for a multi-
ligand system and allows universal plots to be
generated that illustrate the overall role played by
ligand heterogeneity in split-peak measurements.
However, the use of S as the x-parameter does Fig. 4. Predicted effect of ligand heterogeneity on split-peak plotso

require prior knowledge of the degree of ligand prepared as a function of flow-rate, or a normalized flow-rate
F /(k m ). The plots shown in (a) and (b) are for the constantheterogeneity that exists in the system. This creates a 31 Ltot

flow-rate and constant sample load experiments, respectively. Allslight problem in applying these results directly to
of the solid lines are data obtained by computer simulations for a

real chromatographic columns because for many case in which an equal number of two ligands are present in the
column supports the extent of ligand heterogeneity, column (a 5a 50.5). The solid lines in (a), from left to right,1 2

or even the existence of such heterogeneity, is not represent values for b (the association rate constant hetero-2

geneity) of 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6 and 0.8; the solid lines in (b),usually known in advance.
from left to right, represent b values of 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6,2When using the constant sample load method in
0.7, 0.8 and 0.9. The dashed lines in (a) and (b) show the results

split-peak studies, it has been suggested previously expected according to Eq. (6) for a homogeneous column as b2
that one possible way of detecting ligand hetero- approaches zero (i.e., the second type of ligand is inactive) or b2

geneity in a real system may be to plot 21/ ln f approaches one (i.e., the two ligands have identical association
rate constants and therefore act kinetically as a single type of site).versus flow-rate and examine how the observed

slopes change with the amount of applied sample [3].
For a constant flow-rate study, an analogous experi- that as more heterogeneity is introduced into the
ment would be to plot 21/ ln f versus sample load at ligand association rate constants (i.e., as b de-2

each of several application flow-rates. The results creases), the slopes for plots of 21/ ln f versus
can then be compared to those predicted by Eq. (6) flow-rate (Fig. 4b) will increase. This result gives
for a true homogeneous system. Fig. 4 shows good agreement with previous observations made in
examples of such plots generated for several differ- split-peak studies performed on affinity columns that
ent values of b on a column with identical amounts had comparable binding capacities but known differ-2

of two types of ligands. Note that the dimensionless ences in ligand heterogeneity [2,3]. Likewise, in a
term F /(k m ) is used in these graphs instead of F constant flow-rate study (Fig. 4a) the measured value31 Ltot

for the sake of convenience; similar qualitative of 21/ ln f at any given sample load would be
behavior is seen regardless of whether F or F / expected to increase as the value of b decreases.2

(k m ) is employed. The graphs in Fig. 4 indicate The same general types of changes are seen when31 Ltot
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varying the relative amount of each ligand (i.e., as b2

is held constant and a is changed – data not1

shown). A more detailed assessment of how the
slopes for such plots change with various degrees of
ligand heterogeneity is currently under investigation
(manuscript in preparation).

One interesting observation that can be made from
Fig. 4 and related graphs is that the value of 21/ ln f
will increase only to a certain maximum level in
work with any heterogeneous system. For example,
as b is decreased the upper limit for 21/ ln f at a2

given flow-rate or value of Load A will occur at the
point where the association rate constant for the
second ligand becomes so slow that the binding of
solute to this ligand is essentially negligible on the
time-scale of the split-peak experiment. Under these
conditions the column behaves like a homogeneous
system and follows the behavior predicted by Eq. (6)
(e.g., see dashed lines given in Fig. 4 for b 50). The2

same shift from heterogeneous to homogeneous
Fig. 5. Change in the slopes measured for simulated plots ofbehavior is seen when changing the relative amount
21/ ln f versus S at various amounts of applied sample (Load A)oof each ligand and occurs as the value of a1
for (a) a column with homogeneous ligands, using data generatedapproaches either one (i.e., only the fastest binding
by Eq. (6), or (b) a column containing equal amounts of two

site is present in the column) or zero (i.e., only the different ligands (a 5a 50.5) that have a ten-fold difference in1 2

slower binding ligand is present). association rate constants, using data generated by the computer
model. The dashed line in each plot shows the best-fit linearA specific application reported for the split-peak
response over a Load A range of 0.01–0.2. Each square in theseeffect has been its use in the measurement of
plots represents a slope measured over 17 data points between Soassociation rate constants for immobilized ligands in
values of 0.01 and 1.25.

affinity columns [2,3,8,14,15]. One approach for
doing this is to prepare graphs of 21/ ln f versus
flow-rate under conditions in which the rate of solute tion rate constant measurements of homogeneous
mass transfer is faster than that of solute–ligand columns [3]; however, no work has yet been per-
adsorption (i.e., 1 / hk V j,1/ hk m j in Eq. (3)). In formed examining the accuracy of the same approach1 e 3 L

order to correct for non-linear elution conditions, the when applied to columns with heterogeneous lig-
graphs of 21/ ln f versus flow-rate are prepared at ands. The effect of ligand heterogeneity on the
several sample loads and the resulting slopes are accuracy of this method was tested here by using
plotted versus the amount of injected sample (e.g., computer simulations to generate plots of 21/ ln f
see Figs. 5 and 6). The intercept of this second plot versus S for various sample loads and combinationso

gives the ‘‘extrapolated split-peak slope’’, or the true of a and b . Typical simulation results for homoge-1 2

value for 1 / hk m j (Note: if 1 / hk V j is not negli- neous and heterogeneous columns are shown in Fig.3 L 1 e

gible, then independent estimates of this term must 5. Some curvature at high sample loads (Load A$

be used along with the intercept to provide 1/ 0.3) can be seen in Fig. 5 for both the homogeneous
hk m j) [2]. By combining the resulting value for and heterogeneous systems, with the heterogeneous3 L

1 / hk m j with independent estimates of m , the case showing a larger sample load dependence, as3 L L

association rate constant k is then obtained [2,3]. predicted from Fig. 4. But at lower sample loads3

Previous theoretical studies have confirmed the (Load A#0.2) a linear relationship is present be-
accuracy of this extrapolation technique for the tween the measured slopes and amount of applied
correction of non-linear elution in split-peak associa- sample; it is these conditions that are most easily
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this expected result for both the heterogeneous and
homogeneous systems. By comparing the actual and
expected intercepts for such graphs, it was possible
to determine the accuracy of this extrapolation
method. For the heterogeneous system, all combina-
tions of a and b gave an error of less than 60.1%,1 2

and most gave an error of less than 60.03%. Similar
accuracy has been reported earlier when using the
same approach for the homogeneous system [3].
Thus, this extrapolation method does appear to be an
effective technique for dealing with non-linear con-
ditions during association rate constant measure-
ments.

The last portion of this study examined the overall
fit of the equations developed in this work to actual
results obtained with a known heterogenous system.
The model system used for this purpose was a
mixed-bed affinity column that contained known
amounts of protein A and protein G as ligands. Both
of these proteins have strong binding to rabbit IgG
under physiological conditions but have about a
1.5-fold difference in their association equilibriumFig. 6. Actual change in the experimental slopes measured for
constants for this solute [20,21]. In this work, it wasplots of 21/ ln f versus flow-rate at various amounts of applied
found that these different binding affinities are partlysample (Load IgG) for (a) a recombinant protein A column or (b)

a mixed-bed recombinant protein A–protein G column. For ease due to these two ligands having different association
of comparison with Fig. 5, all y-axis values in these graphs were rate constants for rabbit IgG, thus making them
normalized to an intercept value of 1.0 by dividing them by the

useful as models for studying ligand heterogeneityextrapolated split-peak slope (i.e., the intercept obtained from the
effects in split-peak measurements.best-fit line shown at the four smallest Load A values). The

In the initial experimental studies, protein A anddashed line in each plot shows the best-fit linear response over
Load A values of 0.05–0.2. Each triangle represents a slope protein G were immobilized onto the same type of
measured over five data points between flow-rates of 0.5 and 2.5 support and placed into separate columns of identical
ml /min.

dimensions. Frontal analysis was then used to de-
termine the value of m for rabbit IgG on eachLtot

used to obtain the extrapolated split-peak slope at support and controlled sample load experiments were
zero sample load [3]. This linear region was ob- used to generate split-peak plots for each type of
served for all of the homogeneous and heterogeneous column (e.g., see Figs. 1 and 2). Based on previous
cases that were tested, with typical correlation co- estimates of 1 / hk V j for rabbit IgG [2], it was1 e

efficients of 0.999 or greater (n54–5) over Load A possible to determine that both columns exhibited
values of 0.01–0.20. This behavior is in good adsorption-limited behavior under the flow-rate con-
agreement with previous observations made when ditions that were used in this study.
using these types of plots to examine the split-peak The slopes measured in the split-peak plots for the
behavior of protein A affinity columns [2,3]. protein A and protein G columns were next plotted

The actual intercept expected for the plots in Fig. as a function of sample load, as discussed earlier for
5 was 1.0, which (according to Eqs. (4) and (11)) is the simulation studies (see examples in Fig. 6).
the slope expected for graphs of 21/ ln f versus S Using the known value of m for each column ando Ltot

under true linear elution conditions. It can be seen the extrapolated slopes obtained from graphs like
from Fig. 5(a and b) that the best-fit lines over the those in Fig. 6, the apparent association rate con-
Load A region of 0.01–0.20 gave close agreement to stants for the protein A and protein G supports were
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Table 1
aMeasured or predicted values for the association rate constants on protein A, protein G or mixed-bed protein A–protein G columns

Type of column Column binding capacity, m Apparent association rate constant, kLtot 3
21 21(nmol) (M s )

6Protein A 0.26(60.03) 3.9(60.2)?10
6Protein G 0.71(60.04) 1.8(60.2)?10
6Protein A–protein G 0.37(60.04) 2.5(60.1)?10 measured
62.9(60.3)?10 predicted

a The values in parentheses represent a range of 61 S.D..

determined (see results summarized in Table 1). It neous columns, split-peak plots were next generated
was found that recombinant protein G had a lower for a column that contained a known mixture of the
association rate constant than single binding domain protein A and protein G supports. In this case, these
recombinant protein A (b 5k /k 5 supports were combined in a 3:1 ratio of protein A2 3,Protein G 3,Protein A

0.46); however, both ligands had association rate versus protein G to produce an equal amount of each
constants that were larger than previously measured ligand in the column (a 5a 50.5). The final bind-1 2

by the same approach for immobilized, intact recom- ing capacity of the mixed-bed column was then
5 21 21binant protein A (k 51.2?10 M s ) [2]. These confirmed by frontal analysis (see Table 1). A typical3

larger apparent rate constants are believed to be due split-peak plot generated with this column in a
to the decrease in or absence of steric hindrance controlled sample load experiment is shown in Fig.
between binding domains on the same ligand when 2; such plots gave the same type of linear behavior
using single binding domain protein A (with one IgG as noted in the simulations for heterogeneous col-
binding region) or protein G (with three binding umns. A greater sample load dependence was ob-
sites) instead of intact protein A, which has up to served for the mixed-column than for the protein A
four binding regions for rabbit IgG [20,21]. column, as predicted by the simulations (e.g., see

Both the protein A and protein G supports gave Fig. 5). The observed change in slope for split-peak
linear plots for 21/ ln f versus flow-rate at each plots obtained with the mixed-bed column as the
tested sample load (see examples in Fig. 2), with the sample load was varied also gave behavior that
slopes of these plots increasing with the amount of agreed well with that seen in the simulations (e.g.,
injected sample. For each of these ligands, good compare Fig. 5b and Fig. 6b).
qualitative and quantitative agreement was seen in The final experiment in this study compared the
their observed split-peak behavior when compared to apparent association rate constant that was measured
that predicted by the simulations. This was par- for the mixed-bed column with that predicted by Eq.
ticularly true for the single binding domain protein (14) based on the known rate constants and com-
A, which gave a sample load dependence essentially position of the individual ligands in this column. For
identical to that expected for a true homogeneous example, if the extrapolated slope of Fig. 6b is
column (e.g., compare Fig. 5a and Fig. 6a). The treated as a homogeneous system, then the apparent
protein G column’s behavior also agreed well with value of k obtained from this slope will be related to3

that of the simulations, but this column gave slightly the true rate constants of the system by the expres-
more curvature in its plot of measured slope versus sion k 5k ha 1b 2a b j, as indicated by a3,app 31 1 2 1 2

sample load than would be expected for a true comparison of Eqs. (4) and (14). However, in this
homogeneous ligand; this small difference in be- particular study the values of k (i.e., k for protein31 3

havior is again thought to be due to the presence of A), a and b were already known (see previous1 2

more intra-ligand steric hindrance in the binding of paragraphs), thus providing an independent estimate
IgG to protein G versus single binding domain for k ha 1b 2a b j. The predicted and measured31 1 2 1 2

protein A. values of k obtained for the mixed-bed column3,app

To further test the validity of the expressions and are given in Table 1. Excellent agreement was seen
simulations used in this work to describe heteroge- between the theoretical and experimental apparent
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rate constants, with these values overlapping within a allow for an improved quantitative description of this
range of 62 S.D. and differing by less than 14% in effect in its various applications.
value. This result further supports the validity of the
models and equations used in this work to describe
split-peak measurements in heterogeneous, adsorp-
tion-limited systems. 6. List of symbols

[A] molar concentration of solute
f free or non-retained fraction of solute

5. Conclusion F volumetric flow-rate for sample injection
k forward mass transfer rate constant for1

Although it has often been hypothesized that solute
ligand heterogeneity plays an important role in split- k reverse mass transfer rate constant for21

peak measurements [2–4,8,9,14], this current study solute
is the first time that this item has been examined in k second-order association rate constant for3i

any detail at either the theoretical or experimental the binding of solute to ligand i
level. In this work, exact expressions were derived to Load A relative amount of solute injected versus
describe the effects of ligand heterogeneity under the total column binding capacity, where
linear elution conditions, and simulation models Load A5moles solute /mLtot

were developed to examine the combined effects of [L ] effective concentration of ligand i in thei

ligand heterogeneity and non-linear elution in sys- stagnant mobile phase, where [L ]5m /Vi Li p

tems with adsorption-limited rates for solute binding. m moles of ligand i in the columnLi

The overall trends observed in the simulations m total moles of ligand in the column, whereLtot

indicated that ligand heterogeneity increases the m 5SmLtot Li

amount of free solute seen at any flow-rate or sample S split-peak constant for a column, whereo

size. This agrees with experimental observations S 5F /(k m ) for a homogeneous sys-o 31 Ltot

made in this work and previous reports [2,3], thus tem with adsorption-limited kinetics or
supporting earlier speculations regarding the impor- S 5F /(k m Sha b j) for a system witho 31 Ltot i i

tance of column heterogeneity in split-peak studies. heterogeneous ligands and adsorption-lim-
One specific application in which the effects of ited kinetics

ligand heterogeneity plus non-linear elution were V excluded volume of column; volume ofe

examined concerned the use of the split-peak effect flowing mobile phase
for association rate constant determinations. From V pore volume of column; volume of stag-p

the simulations, it was found that linear extrapolation nant mobile phase
methods developed for homogeneous systems (as a a relative fraction of ligand i versus all otheri

correction for non-linear elution conditions) could ligands in the column, where a 5m /i Li

successfully be applied to columns containing mLtot

heterogeneous ligands. The validity of this approach b ratio of solute association rate constant fori

was further tested by using columns that contained ligand i versus the ligand with the highest
immobilized protein A and/or protein G as ex- association rate constant (L ), where b 51 i

perimental models. The behavior of these columns k /k3i 31

showed good quantitative and qualitative agreement
with that predicted both for systems with homoge-
neous ligands (i.e., the individual protein A and
protein G columns) or heterogeneous ligands (i.e., Acknowledgements
the mixed-bed protein A–protein G support). Over-
all, the results of this study provide a better under- This work was supported by the National Institutes
standing of the split-peak effect in real systems and of Health under grant no. R29 GM44931.
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`Appendix A
u ≠ /≠xEp(x,t) dt 5 2 d(x 2 h)e

The methods and procedures used in the deriving 0

`Eqs. (9)–(11) were similar to those outlined in Ref.
[2] for the homogeneous case. In this approach, the 2 k / 1 1 k /O hk [L ]j Ep(x,t) dt (A6)s d1 21 3i i
term x represents the distance travelled by solute

0
from the top of the column bed (x50) to any point

`

along the total length of the column (h). The
r(x,`) 5O hk [L ]jEq(x,t) dt3i ifunctions p(x,t), q(x,t) and r(x,t) are used to describe

0the probabilities of finding solute at position x and
` `time t in the flowing mobile phase, stagnant mobile

phase or stationary phase regions; the following 5 k Ep(x,t) dt 2 k Eq(x,t) dt (A7)1 21

reactions represent the transfer of solute between 0 0

these three regions. ` `

Eq(x,t) dt 5 k /(k 1 Shk [L ]j)Ep(x,t) dt (A8)k 1 21 3i i1

0 0→p q (A1)←
k21 If one lets y5h2x and uses Laplace transforms to

solve the above equations based on the given bound-
Shk [L ]j3i i ary conditions, the results in Eqs. (A9) and (A10) are

q r (A2)→
obtained
`

2c(h2x)By using conservation of mass, the partial differen- Eu p(x,t) dt 5 e (A9)etial equations shown in Eqs. (A3)–(A5) can be
0

obtained for describing the transfer of solute between
2c(h2x)these various probability states r(x,`) 5 c e (A10)

where c represents the following combination of≠p /≠t 5 u (≠p /≠x) 2 k p 1 k q (A3)e 1 21
constants.

≠q /≠t 5 k p 2 k q 2 O hk [L ]j q (A4)s d c 5 (k /u ) / 1 1 k /O hk [L ]j (A11)s d1 21 3i i 1 e 21 3i i

By using the above expressions, the relationships
≠r /≠t 5 O hk [L ]j q (A5)s d3i i shown in Eqs. (A12) and (A13) are obtained and can

be used to determine the free fraction f for thewhere u is the linear velocity of an excluded,e solute:non-retained solute (i.e., the flowing mobile phase
`velocity) and all other terms are as defined earlier. If

2chthe initial layer of solute at the top of the column is f 5Eu p(0,t) dt 5 e (A12)e

considered sufficiently small to be described by a 0

Dirac delta function, or a series of delta function
or

inputs, then the initial column conditions for 0#x#

h are given by the statements p(x,0)5d(x2h), 2 1/ ln f 5 u /h 1/k 1 k / k O hk [L ]jf s d ge 1 21 1 3i i
q(x,0)50 and r(x,0)50. Furthermore, since there are (A13)
no solute molecules at the top of the column bed
when the initial layer leaves, the boundary conditions The final expressions shown in Eqs. (9) and (10) are
for t.0 are given by p(h,t)50, q(h,t)50 and then obtained from Eq. (A13) by substituting in F /Ve

r(h,t)50.Based on the given boundary conditions, for u /h and using the fact that k /k 5V /V . Eq.e 1 21 p e

one can integrate Eqs. (A3)–(A5) with respect to (11) for the adsorption-limited case is derived in a
time to obtain the following relationships: similar fashion by making the same substitutions and
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